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Abstract. A 14-year climatology of Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) 

collocated multi-sensor signal statistics reveal a distinct land-ocean contrast as 
well as geographical variability of precipitation type (shallow to deep convection), 
intensity, and microphysics.  Microphysics information inferred from the TRMM 

Precipitation Radar (PR), Microwave Imager (TMI), and Visible and Infrared 
Scanner (VIRS) show a distinct land-ocean contrast for shallow and deep 

convective clouds, suggesting continental convective vigor.  Over land, TRMM 
shows higher echo-top heights and larger maximum echoes in deep convection, 
suggesting taller storms and more intense precipitation, as well as larger 

microwave scattering, suggesting the presence of more/larger frozen convective 
hydrometeors. Continental shallow systems consistently shows smaller PR echo 

profiles than those over ocean due to lack of water vapor. This strong land -ocean 
contrast in deep convection is invariant over seasonal and multi-year time-scales 
within tropical microphysics quasi-equilibrium state. 

 
Consequently, relatively short-term simulations from two global storm-resolving 

(or convection-permitting) atmospheric models can be evaluated in terms of their 
land-ocean statistics using the those composites of TRMM satellite signals via a 
satellite simulator. The models evaluated are the NASA Multi-scale Modeling 

Framework (MMF) and the Non-hydrostatic Icosahedral Cloud Atmospheric 
Model (NICAM). Both simulations can represent convective land-ocean contrasts 

in warm precipitation to some extent. While the MMF and NICAM produced 
similar frequencies of large CAPE between land and ocean, lower-atmospheric 
conditions appear too wet in NICAM and too dry in the MMF, which appears to 

be the key driver in the divergent warm precipitation results between the two 
models.  The dry MMF boundary layer enhanced microwave scattering signals 

over land, suggesting the key role of cloud-base heights on the development of 
continental precipitation microphysics. Only NICAM had an enhanced deep 
convection frequency over land suggesting the importance of mesoscale 

dynamics induced by land-surface heterogeneity. 
 
 


